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Abstract: Automated tool for measuring internal attributes of

Reflection is the part of object oriented system which is

object oriented system has been developed to calculate the

commonly used by the programs for acquire the ability to

total lines of code, number of classes, number of methods,

modify the runtime behavior of applications running in the

number of constructors, number of fields. With the help of

JVM.

these internal attributes, we measure the function point and
use case point of the system. Again using these we estimate the

The concept of reflection is often mixed with introspection.

effort and schedule of development effort. Results obtained
from this tool is quite encouraging than the existing tools.

1.

examine the type or properties of an object at

Keywords: lines of code; class; method; constructor; field;
object-oriented system.

1.

runtime.
2.

INTRODUCTION

It is useful tool for professional programmer to learn and
apply effectively. The basic feature of object oriented
programming is to learn and implement system than
traditional programming language more easily. There are
different types of languages which use the object oriented

Introspection is the ability of a program to

Reflection is the ability of a program to examine
and modify the structure and behavior of an object
at runtime.

By this definition, introspection is a subset of reflection.
Some languages support introspection, but do not support
reflection, e.g., C++.

concept. These are Java, C++, similar etc.
Object-Oriented: It allows for designing and writing any
program

freely

anywhere.

The

object

oriented

programming language provides clean, usable, pragmatic
approach to objects. Borrowing liberally from many
seminal object-software environments of the last few
decades, Java manages to strike a balance between the
“everything is an object” paradigm and the pragmatist’s
“stay out of my way” model. The object model in Java is
simple and easy to extend, while simple types, such as
integers, are kept as high-performance non objects.
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if (obj instanceof Dog)
{
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Dog d = (Dog)obj;

filled with information on all reflective accesses

d.bark();

occurring on those test runs. The projects and test

}

cases are available on our website, along with our
implementation (in source) and detailed documentation

The instance of operator determines whether an object

on how to produce our results [1, 2]. The large

belongs to a particular class.

explosion of business demands and enterprise wide
applications has created the need for different

For Reflection we can take example-

approaches to software development in order to

The Class.forName() method returns the Class object
associated with the class/interface with the given name(a
string and full qualified name). The forName method
causes the class with the name to be initialized.

(SOA) for building highly distributed and integrated

as its building blocks. A web service can be thought of

Class<?> c = Class.forName("classpath.and.classname");
Object dog = c.newInstance();
m

led to the adoption of Service-Oriented Architecture

enterprise-wide software systems that use web services

// with reflection

Method

facilitate business collaboration and growth. This has

=

as

an

autonomous

software

component

that

implements specific business rules and logic to

c.getDeclaredMethod("bark",

new

Class<?>[0]);

perform a particular functionality. The ability to
encapsulate business rules and logic into web services

m.invoke(dog);

that can be accessed by applications or other web
services provides a high level of separation of concerns

In Java, reflection is more about introspection, because you
cannot change structure of an object. There are some APIs
to change accessibilities of methods and fields, but not
structures.

and greater opportunities of reusability [2, 3]. Over the
past three decades, several software development
methodologies have appeared. Such methodologies
address some or all phases of the software life cycle

(i.) How to find the internal attributes those used for
various levels in a program. How to find the complexity of
a program to require count information about the number of
statements, compound statements, keywords, literals etc in

ranging from requirements to maintenance. These
methodologies have often been developed in response
to new ideas about how to cope with the inherent
complexity of software systems. Due to the increasing
popularity of object-oriented programming, in the last

a large program for cost estimation.
(ii.) Existing System and tools work only with find the
number of classes, methods and no of lines in large
software. But our approach work with finding all attribute
used within a program. Our methodology work very
efficiently with accuracy to count the number of
statements, classes, data types, literals, variables etc.

twenty

years,

research

on

object-oriented

methodologies has become a growing field of interest
[4]. The fact that the software industry is nowadays
confronted with a big number of large-scale legacy
systems written in an object-oriented language, which
are monolithic, inflexible and hard to maintain shows
that just knowing the syntax elements of an object-

2.

oriented language or the concepts involved in the

RELATED WORK

object-oriented technology is far from being sufficient
We chose those subject programs because their source

to produce good software [5, 6, 7].

code is easily accessible and because all projects come
3.

with a decent set of test cases. As explained earlier,
test cases are necessary for our approach. For each
project, we first used the RefaFlex Eclipse plugins to

METHODOLOGY

For every loaded class, the Java Runtime Environment
(JRE) maintains an associated Class objects (i) The

execute the respective test case, yielding a log file
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Class object “reflects” the class it represents (ii) Can
4.

use the Class object to discover information about a
loaded class-

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

As the reader may have noticed, the possible effects of

• Name

refactoring on Java programs are anything but trivial to

• Modifiers (public, abstract, final)

foresee. Many code transformations may need to be

• Super classes

disallowed because this model calls would cause these

• implemented interfaces

transformations to be not behavior preserving [8]. In some

• Fields

cases,

• Methods

transformations on the code itself that, when combined

• Constructors

with the refactoring transformation, will cause the

Import java.lang.reflect.*;
Public class ReflectionDemo1
{
Public static void main (String args[ ])
{
Try
{
Class c= Class.for Name (“java.
awt.Dimension”);
System.out.println (“Constructors:”);
Constructor
constructors
[
]
=c.getConstructors ();
for (int i = 0; i < constructos.length;
i++);
System.out.println (“ ” + constructors
[i] );
}
System.out.println (“Fields:”);
Fields fields [ ] = c.getFields ( );
for (int i = 0; i < fields.length; i++)
{
System.out.println (“
” +
fields [i] );
}
System.out.println (“Methods :”);
Method methods [ ] = c.getMethods
( );
for (int i =0; i < methods.length;
i++);
{
System.out.println (“
”
+methods [i]);
}
}
catch ( Exception e)
{
System.out.println
(“Exception:” +e);
}
}
}

however,

one

can

design

additional

code

combined transformation to preserve the program's
behavior after all. In the remainder of this paper we
propose a solution that (a) records information about how a
program uses at runtime, (b) uses refactoring constraints
based on this information to prevent semantics-changing
code transformations and in some cases (c) allows the
rewriting of code that uses the API such that the rewritten
code will exhibit the same behavior as the original program
for the given test cases [9, 10, 11].
In the previous sections we claimed that C++ would give
programmers the guarantee that estimation of program
executed before refactoring will still pass after refactoring,
even if is involved. To validate this claim, checked that all
program variants produced by applying our methodology
still compile, and runtime produce total quantity of used
attribute with in a class [12, 13, 14].
We test our approaches large and small programs of java
for cost estimation of the project.
We checked our methodology and produce result-

Table 1:
Project
ID

*NOP

*NOC

*NOM

*NOV

*NOS

*NOCS

P1_Code

01

01

02

02

32

03

P2_Code

03

02

04

06

46

07

P3_Code

02

01

09

12

57

06

P4_Code

04

02

03

09

102

11

P5_Code

07

03

13

11

193

10

Figure 2: Different cost estimation of the project
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*(NOP: No. of Package, NOC: No. of Classes, NOM: No.
of Methods, NOV: No. of Variables, NOS: No. of
Statements, NOCS: No. of Compound Statements)

Here in figure 2 we have a table which shows different
project P1_Code, P2_Code, P3_Code, P4_Code, P5_Code
and calculate the different internal attributes of the project.
Such as Project P1_Code project have number of package
(NOP) 01,number of class (NOC) 01, number of method
(NOM) 02, number of variable (NOV) 02, number of
statement (NOS) 32, number of compound statement
(NOCS) 03.
In Project P2_Code project have number of package
(NOP) 03,number of class (NOC) 02, number of method
(NOM) 04, number of variable (NOV) 06, number of
statement (NOS) 46, number of compound statement

Figure 3: Different cost estimation of the project in 3D

(NOCS) 07.
In Project P3_Code project have number of package

In Figure 4 have to represent the Table data different cost

(NOP) 02,number of class (NOC) 01, number of method

estimation in 2 Dimension form where all the internal

(NOM) 09, number of variable (NOV) 12, number of

attribute of the Object-Oriented System have show Number

statement (NOS) 57, number of compound statement

of Package (NOP), Number of Classes (NOC), Number of

(NOCS) 06.

Methods (NOM), Number of Variables (NOV), Number of

In Project P4_Code project have number of package (NOP)

Statements (NOS), Number. of Compound Statements

04, number of class (NOC) 02, number of method (NOM)

(NOCS) of the different project P1_Code, P2_Code,

03, number of variable (NOV) 09, number of statement

P3_Code, P4_Code, P5_Code.

(NOS) 102, number of compound statement (NOCS) 11
and in Project P5_Code project have number of package
(NOP) 07,number of class (NOC) 03, number of method
(NOM) 13, number of variable (NOV) 11, number of
statement (NOS) 193, number of compound statement
(NOCS) 10.

In Figure 3 have to represent the Table data different cost
estimation in 3 Dimension form where all the internal
attribute of the Object-Oriented System have show Number
of Package (NOP), Number of Classes (NOC), Number of
Methods (NOM), Number of Variables (NOV), Number of
Statements (NOS), Number. of Compound Statements
(NOCS) of the different project P1_Code, P2_Code,
P3_Code, P4_Code, P5_Code.
Figure 4: Different cost estimation of the project in 2D
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